
The name of your Buzu character goes here. 
It must be an original name 

and should be at least  2 or 3 words long.

If you are working on this during
the summertime, �ll in the grade

 level you most recently completed.

When writing the name of the artist, please
write the full �rst name and only the �rst

letter of the artist’s last name.

 Don’t be 
afraid to use 
a variety of 
art supplies!

Challenge
yourself to use

watercolors,
crayons, 
colored
pencils, 

markers and
 paints! All

 are excellent
           materials            

           to use!           
Correct 

spelling, 
grammar 

and
punctuation 

will take 
you far!

Ask someone 
to look over
 your work 

to make
sure it’s 
correct!

Sure you’re
done?!

Remember:
Checking

to make sure
that you’ve

followed all 
directions will

give you a
better chance

of being
selected!

Adding extra
details such

as cotton 
balls, glitter, 

sprinkles,
fabrics and
sandpaper 

is a
great way to

make your
Buzu

character
more

 interesting!  

Leave the 
copying 

to machines!
If your 

character 
looks too 
much like 

something 
that already 
exists, you’ll 

have to 
do it over! 

Do your 
best to draw 
ONE of your 
Buzu’s class 

icons 
here. (Icons
are shown

on the other
side of this
worksheet)

DON”T FORGET THE BORDER!! COMPOSITION:  Foreground - Middleground - Background!
Where is your character? Is there anything closer to the viewer than the

character? Is there anything way, way in the background?

Add in as 
many details 

as you can!
Details make

art more
interesting!

Don’t have any ideas? 
Not sure if you’re �ling in this 

worksheet correctly! 
Ask someone who can help! 

Protect your
work!!

 
fold it, tear

it or let 
it get wet!

DO NOT

Don’t leave
anything in

pencil!
 Carfefully
trace over

your artwork
with ink to

help make it 

Take the time
to do a

Scribbling
makes good
designs look

sloppy!

Color in 

completely!
EVERYTHING

Do your 
best to draw 
ONE of your 
Buzu’s class 

icons 
here. (Icons
are shown

on the other
side of this
worksheet)

GREAT 
JOB!

Designing and coloring in the area outside 
of your artwork is a great way to add detail!
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The O�cial Buzu Worksheet

What is the name of your Buzu character?

Name Age DateGrade



2nd Special Ability?
What is the name of your Buzu’s 2nd Special Ability?

Describe your Buzu’s 2nd Special Ability!
Neatly write what Special Ability #2 is called above (15 letters or less).

Pick a number 
beteeen 1 and 6.

What does this special ability do? Be creative! Be original! Be speci�c! (40 letters or less)

Describe your Buzu’s 1st Special Ability!
Neatly write what Special Ability #1 is called above (15 letters or less).

What does this special ability do? Be creative! Be original! Be speci�c! (40 letters or less)

1st Special Ability?
What is the name of your Buzu’s 1st Special Ability?

Teleportation
Flight

Super Strength
Super Speed
X-Ray Vision
Invisibility

Laser Beams

Super-
Human

Anatomy
Head
Arms

Hands
Legs
Feet

Mouth
Teeth
Bones

Organs

Math
Science

Social Studies
Language Arts

History
Music

Reading
Writing

Art

Knowledge
Fruits

Vegetables
Pizza

Cheese
Cake/Pie
Desserts

Cooked Goods
Candy

Bubble Gum

Pirates
Ninjas

Magicians
Knights
Boxers

Hunters
Wrestlers
Athletes

Police

Identity FoodNature
Fire

Weather
Lava

Mud/Dirt
Water/Ice/Gas
Rocks/Jewels

Gold/Silver
Magnetic

Plants/Wood

Dragons
Unicorns

Elves/Fairies
Goblin

Troll
Gnome

Leprechaun
Wizards

Vampires

Mythic

Hearing
Sight
Smell
Touch
Taste
Mind

Extra-
sensory

Industry
Toxic Waste

Smog
Machines

Robots
Androids
Cyborgs

TechnologyObject
Paint

Balloons
Tools

Instruments
Rubber

Dust
Mirrors
Clothes

Animal

Insects
Fish

Reptiles
Birds

Mammals
Dinosaurs

Behavior
Shy

Anti-Social
Sleepy

Grumpy
Angry

Sad
Confused

Sweet

Please follow all 
instructions!

Incomplete Buzu worksheets
may not be accepted.

REMEMBER!
your Buzu MUST be
school appropriate!

No blood! No poison!
no bombs!no guns!

If you’re not sure 
if it’s school appropriate 
then it’s best to just think 

of something
else!

The O�cial 
Buzu Worksheet

3rd Special Ability?
What is the name of your Buzu’s 3rd Special Ability?

Describe your Buzu’s 3rd Special Ability!
Neatly write what Special Ability #3 is called above (15 letters or less).

Pick a number 
beteeen 1 and 6.

What does this special ability do? Be creative! Be original! Be speci�c! (40 letters or less)

Pick ANY TWO
classi�cations from
below that best �t
your unique and

original Buzu
character.

Then do your best
to draw the two

selected class icons
inside the circles at
the top of your card
on the other side of

this worksheet! 

You CAN create 
items and abilities 

that are non-violent 
but very e�ective 

against other Buzu!

 A bubble sword      
             that tickles the                   

         opponent so                
    much they give up!         

For example:

Try and think of
a creative name
and description 
for each of your

character’s 3
Special Abilities! 

FOR EXAMPLE:
A character that

is part peach
could have an
ability called

Pity Party that
makes you sni� 
  its stinky pit!  

use this example
 for your Buzu! 

Special Ability
Suggestions:

Sleep

Stupify

Slime
Tickle Relax

Laugh Teleport

Trap
Dizziness
Stink
Stare

Shrink

Whisper

Throw
Scream Sing

Laziness Burp

Hug Wink
Whistle

Think


